Vision
The Leading Driver and Fleet Compliance Platform
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Take Control of Your Compliance
Combined Vision

Vision is the leading driver and fleet
compliance platform, developed by
the industry experts in compliance.

Incorporating industry leading services provided
by FTA including Tachograph Analysis, Vehicle
Inspection Service (VIS), Training, PCN
Administration, Collision Data Tracking and
Driver Licence Checking, Vision provides our
clients with a platform through which these
services work together, for you. Users gain
greater insight through the amalgamation and
analysis of data through a single platform. Vision
also offers integration with third party data, such
as telematics and remote downloads, to feed
critical compliance-related data into the system

FTA has developed a powerful platform that
allows users to manage their driver and fleet
compliance via a single log in. Born from
decades of experience leading the industry and
our clients’ driver and fleet compliance, Vision
has been specifically designed to leverage
insights to drive efficiency, cut costs, increase
performance and reduce risk.

for storage, analysis and management.
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Industry Leading Services Under One Roof
Vision combines data from FTA’s outstanding individual services to deliver increased total value.

Training
Automatically record
driver training records
and benefit from handy
alerts set up to track your
Driver CPC programme.
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PCN Administration
FTA’s PCN Administration
Service monitors,
administers and
challenges PCNs
issued to your company.
Vision’s individual
driver profiles reduce
administration time.

Driver Licence Checking
Integrated with Licence
Bureau, the country’s
leading provider of
secure driver licence
checks, Vision minimises
time and risk associated
with checking whether
your drivers are safe and
legally compliant
to drive.

Collision Data Tracking
Collision information
for a particular driver
is displayed in the
driver profile and
included on the
performance overview.
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Tachograph Analysis
Analysing millions of driver days each year, we crunch the data, letting you see what matters in
our fast, intuitive cloud-based platform.

Vision Uploader
Created for simpler,
easier uploading of data
and ‘quick check’ instant
analysis of a driver card.

Tachograph Analysis
Tailor and schedule
detailed reports which
deliver critical visibility
on infringements and
areas of development.

Compliance Service
Our team of on-site
advisors are on hand to
support your tachograph
and administrative
compliance.

Systems Audits
Intricate checks on the
systems in place to deal
with driver management,
drivers’ hours compliance
and working time rules.

Vehicle Inspection Service
Through our industry-leading Vehicle Inspection Service, vehicles FTA has inspected have, on
average, 66% less wheel defects and 57% less brake defects compared to the national average.

Interactive Reporting
Explore both grid and
graphically-led reports,
making it easier to
identify potential issues.
Our reports save you
time and money and
reduce risk.
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Systems Audits
Detailed auditing
procedures give you
confidence in your
operations’ efficiency
and compliance, whilst
highlighting areas
for improvement.

Benchmark Your Fleet
Benchmark against
like for like operators,
internally, regionally
or nationally using
OCRS or our Audit
Points Graph.

Deep Dive
Use our fleet dashboard
to provide overarching
data or deep dive
into individual vehicle
information.
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Platform Overview
Vision’s intuitive user interface and powerful analytics tools make it faster and easier than ever
to manage, control and analyse your data.

Homepage
A clean and intuitive
homepage displays
relevant major services,
alerts and options.

Manage My Drivers
View the status of
all drivers with clear
identification of
compliance-related
issues.

Individual Driver Profiles
Gain quick access
to all personnel and
assign key information
to profiles, including
PCNs, infringements and
training records.

Manage My Fleet
Vision provides a bird’s
eye view of your entire
fleet with quick access to
critical information, such
as completing the loop
between identification of
defects and sign off.

Vehicle Information
Access individual vehicle
information with one
click. Vision stores
historical information and
provides key information
specific to each vehicle.

Alerts
Tailor profiles to
receive specific alerts,
resulting in more
efficient management,
self-management and
time saving.

Debrief
Manage driver
infringements
and electronically
demonstrate evidence
of O licence compliance.

Performance Benchmarks
Vision brings together
important Business
Intelligence in easy-tounderstand dashboards,
contrasting company
performance on
infringements and defects
with industry averages
across the country, region,
sector or even depot.
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Move Forward With Vision

Vision goes above and beyond in our mission to
deliver an unparalleled driver and fleet compliance
service. The combination of our core services in a
single platform means that operators can collate,
manage and benchmark data both internally and
externally, across multiple locations and
peer groups.
Use the power of Vision to combine first class
individual services and gain greater total value
through the collaboration of data. Vision is here to
drive efficiency, cut costs, increase performance
and reduce risk.

Join over 430,000 registered
drivers and 1 million vehicles
and assets already benefiting
from Vision.
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Call 03717 11 22 22*
for more information
Or arrange a demo via
fta.co.uk/vision
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The quick overview of driver activities during a shift (ie summary of drive,
work, POA) without having to navigate away from the screen means it is a
lot easier to keep track of drivers’ daily and weekly drive times to help when
planning drivers’ work. Multiple manual entry capability across drivers means
that this can be done in minutes rather than the cumbersome task of entering
data daily and the simple key makes it clear what the entry is for.
The biggest thing for me is the whole look of the new software – it shows
how FTA is evolving with technology to supply members with a modern
system to manage drivers’ hours and monitor vehicle activity, bringing the
software up-to-date with competitors and opening up the possibilities for
additional features in the future.

Anna Griffin, Culina

Tel: 01892 526171*
Fax: 01892 534989
fta.co.uk
Freight Transport Association Limited Hermes House, St John’s Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4 9UZ
Registered in England Number 391957
*Calls may be recorded for training purposes
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